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Exact Problem. Given a graph G with L types, the global typed graphlet counting problem is to 
find the set of all typed graphlets that occur in G along with their corresponding frequencies

Problem

§ Typed graphlets = small typed (labeled) induced sub-graphs
§ Generalization of graphlets to labeled and heterogeneous networks
§ Useful for many applications including clustering, link prediction, network alignment, etc.

§ Depending on the application constraints, speed may be more important than accuracy
§ e.g., applications requiring real-time response rates such as online recommendation, online advertisements, 

among many others

QUESTION: Can we instead obtain fast estimates with provable error guarantees?
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Balance tradeoffs: tiny decrease in accuracy for significant improvement in runtime (100-1000x speedup)



Framework for Typed Graphlet Estimation

Introduce two general classes of typed graphlet estimation methods:

1. Typed Edge Sampling (TES) & Estimation

2. Typed Path Sampling (TPS) & Estimation



Typed Edge Sampling (TES)

§ Typed Edge Sampling

§ Estimation

(typed graphlet counts that occur at each sampled 
edge in J for a specific induced subgraph H (e.g., 4-
clique) and ℋ is the set of typed graphlets of H)



Typed Path Sampling (TPS)

§ Sampling



Typed Path Sampling (TPS)

§ Estimation
= # of occurrences of the i-th typed  
induced subgraph with types t

= count of the i-th typed non-induced subgraph with types t

= # of distinct copies of the 
i-th typed subgraph in the j-
th subgraph



Results
Mean relative error of typed graphlet estimates. 

We set k = 50000 and perform 100 runs.



Variance of estimates

§ The standard deviation/variance 
of TPS to be about an order of 
magnitude smaller than TES



Convergence Results

§ Convergence of estimates
§ Increasing the sample size k 

decreases error of TPS
§ Error decreases towards zero 

as the sample size increases
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Summary of Contributions

§ Proposed estimation framework for Typed Graphlets

§ Described two generic estimators
§ Typed Edge Sampling & Estimation (TES)

§ Typed Path Sampling & Estimation (TPS)

§ TPS achieves better accuracy (lower rel. error) & lower variance than TES

§ Convergence of estimates (error decreases towards zero as sample size increases)

§ Speedup is significant taking less than a second for all graphs (100+ times faster than exact alg.)



Thanks for listening!



Appendix


